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Please answer the following four questions: 

Question 1: 

It is said that the CISG reacts to the problem that legal differences between the many national 

legal system act as barriers to cross-border trade. Can you specify why legal differences be-

tween legal systems are barriers to cross-border trade? How can the parties themselves react to 

such barriers? And why may it nevertheless be insufficient to leave it to the parties to react? 

 

Question 2: 

In January 2021, the buyer (B) contacts the seller (S) as she is interested in buying products 

produced and sold by S. B is located in California. S has her corporate headquarters together 

with her sales and marketing offices, her public relations department, her principal warehouse, 

and most of her design and engineering functions in Hong Kong. However, S also has some 

engineering departments in California. B contacts S via the internet using the contact form on 

the website which S maintains. B uses his California address for the purpose of contacting S as 

well as in all further communication. On this website and in the contact form, S makes clear 

that she will sell her products only to commercial buyers. B has read this information. Subse-

quently, B places an order for a small batch of products offered by S which S accepts. In the 

further communication with S, B contacts the engineering department in California. She has 

further questions concerning the details and possible uses of the products which she has bought. 

The engineers based in California answer all questions which B has. After the products have 

been delivered to B – they were shipped from the Hong Kong principal warehouse to B’s Cal-

ifornia address – B finds out that the products do not meet her expectations. B is advised by her 

lawyer that both under the laws of California and Hong Kong, she could argue that the products 

were defective. However, under the CISG, the products would not be regarded to be defective. 

For that reason, she argues that the CISG is not applicable. B raises three arguments: 

(1) She argues that she has bought the products for personal use, only. She argues that this 

should have been clear to S as she only bought a small batch. It should, thus, have been clear 

to S that she (B) bought the products for personal use only. Furthermore, she is simply a con-

sumer without any commercial character. 

(2) She further argues that S and B do have their places of business in the same state. On the 

one hand, she extensively communicated with the seller’s engineers based in California. How-

ever, even if a court would hold that S has her place of business in Hong Kong, she (B) is 

actually a Chinese citizen originally coming from Hong Kong. 

(3) Finally, she argues that Hong Kong is not a Contracting State in the meaning of the CISG. 

Is the CISG applicable? Please discuss all arguments raised taking into consideration all facts 

provided. 
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Question 3: 

Discuss the importance and details of interpreting the CISG under Art. 7 CISG. 

 

Question 4: 

The seller S (who has her place of business in Italy) and the buyer B (who has her place of 

business in Germany) negotiate a contract for the sale of shoes produced by S. B sends to S an 

offer including the clear indication that she wishes to contract only under her own standard 

contract terms. She sends her standard contract terms together with her offer via email to S. 

These terms include the clause that “The seller of goods is responsible for all damage resulting 

from the non-conformity of the goods even if the damage is not foreseeable to the seller.” S 

responds to B accepting the offer. In her acceptance, she makes clear that she wishes to contract 

only under her own standard contract terms. She sends her standard contract terms together 

with her acceptance via email to B. Her terms include the clause that “The seller excludes all 

liability for damage caused by non-conformity whatsoever.” B responds to S that everything is 

fine. Her email again includes a reference to her standard contract terms. S responds that she 

will then hand the shoes over to the carrier. Her email again includes a reference to her standard 

contract terms. S hands the shoes over to the carrier, and they are eventually delivered to B. 

The shoes do not have the quality required by the contract. This causes damage to B. The dam-

age was foreseeable to S. Has B a claim for damages? 


